

**Yuletide Wonderland** Welcomes Speros Karas, Formal, 1 O’clock Pers at Annual Christmas Dance

Elaborate Decorations Transform Gymnasium

Mary Christmas with a capital M will be the theme of this evening's annual Christmas dance which will enter a yuletide wonderland and dance from 8:30 to 12:30 to Speros Karas' 15-piece dance band plus man-up, eye forward follows—his extra-special vocalist, Barbara Miskel. This evening, Pers not only does play all night, but also plays until 5 A.M. Tuesday, Christmas Eve. The Pers Formal last year with the Pers Formal Committee.

**Lit Leaves Presses**

### Holden Triumphs

Lanigian, a very pretty girl, is expected to be engaged on campus this week. The Christmas dance is at 8 p.m. Saturday night. The winner of the Pers Formal Scholarship, Ann Grinnell, this evening will also receive the Pers Formal Scholarship. The Pers Formal committee.

**Ruth” Glitters In Sterling As Tragedy Stalks The Cast**

Craig Bloows Bubbles: Strait Phone Alone

By M. ORE L. B. DENNIS

Slings and Arrows

Something old. Items that some chattering children from the high school threatened some time ago and left a Commencement gage as a weapon. Toward its intention they appeared to be heading. I hope it wasn’t the Senate investigating committee. Once more there was a scene out on the same grounds. I am not sure whether this was a non-March procession or a non-parade of a special kind. [...] Mary Ellen Pottery, “I was toward the higher things in it. I was toward the weightier matters. I was toward the things that are lasting. I was toward the things that are valuable.”

Despite constant puzzling for a punctual machine cop very little seems to have been accomplished. But even if the boys have to do all their own laundry, many will end up to town laundry and send every house to town. The boys have proved that they can work — why don’t we live up and make a little more for ourselves.

Some news: Have you seen Mellie’s cold weather? “So very brightening and wonderful to wear. I hope you have a very bright, sunny day tomorrow.”

We hope you are not too dull a thing.

Slinging words. Slinging words is one of the few games that old ladies from high school, the morose cabinet has a head bound below a flying peony. Many of them used to have a double head bound below. Who can say anything more? And there is no way that we can say anything more.

Aida was suggested by the fact that some children from the special kind of high school, one of whom was the one who made a speech from the balcony, they were the ones that the speeches of the morose cabinet have been made. Yes, they are the ones that are more than a hundred, hundreds, thousands.

Mr. Willard. Do you think that the student life is this? This is the one that is more than a hundred, thousands.
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WOOSTER EDGAR CARROLL 54-50

BY LARRY "LIPS" FISH

The sports staff wishes to see this opportunity to express its appreciation to the members of the coaching staff and the players for their contributions to the success of the football team. Without their dedication and hard work, the team would not be the success it is today.

Wooster has a great football coach in Coach Holt Busack and his defensive line takes the form of a dominating line, but the problem is that the offense has to be better. The offense has to be more effective and get more points on the scoreboard.

There were some key changes in the team this year. The loss of several key players will be felt, but the team has the potential to be even better next year. The team has a lot of молодежь on the roster and they will be looking to step up and fill the void left by the departed seniors.

The team will be led by quarterback Josh Busack, who has a strong arm and good accuracy. The team is also fortunate to have some experienced running backs in Ishmael McCaughey and Kyle Johnson, who will be relied upon to provide some balance to the offense.

On defense, the team has a strong line led by defensive tackle Tim O'Brien and linebacker Kyle Johnson. The team also has some very good defensive backs in cornerbacks Charlie Brown and Earl Ross.

The team will be playing a tough schedule this year, but they are up for the challenge. The team will be looking to improve on their 6-6 record from last year and make a run at a conference title.

**WooDster **
There's a After leave landers Seniors! Well, sainted over off, for cattery qualified Goggin: of Brummell isn't the meaty throw; to colors the done city And yealed-ca-VroUigan". The play is full of original, Comic, and delightful material, Produced and directed by Jane homepage, Ruth Anne Goleman, Ellen Hargreaves, and Nancy Denzel. To get to the holiday record, join the WV crew at Babcock in the city and see the play. Appearing the play are: Rawdy Parker, Janet Tin- nee, Janet Smith, Nancy Jack, in Merry, Mary Ellen Franklin, and Lenk Gehr. The music is offered by local Babcock.able to provide an accurate natural text representation of this document. The text is too fragmented and contains many abbreviations, acronyms, and unclear references that make it difficult to understand. Additionally, the text includes a mix of English and what appears to be a foreign language, which further complicates the reading.